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I.

Special Inspection ;

Relating to Civil Calculation Program j
i

1 INTP.000CTION AND BACKGROUND |

As documented in NRC Inspection Report (IR) 50-260/89-30 dated September 20,
1989 (Reference 6.1) the staff conducted an inspection of the Browns Ferry !

Nuclear Plant, Unit 2 (BFN-2) civil calculation myiew program. The purposes ;

of that inspection were: (1) to understand and become familiar with the !

approach and procedures that TVA used for completing the civil calculation :

review program. (2) to review the justification for not completing its eval- t

uation of four design areas before the restart of Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, |

Unit 2 (BFN-2), and (3) to conduct an inspection of the results of TVA's review
of the remaining design areas, which must be resolved before restart of BFN-2.
A total of 14 concerns were identified as summarized in Enclosure 3 of IR !

50-260/89-30 and ten of them remained open. TVA is required to resolve these :
'open itoms before restert of BTN-2.
^

2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The purpose of this inspection was to review TVA's responses to the ten open [
items identified in IR 50-260/89-30, In addition, the staff also intended to
review TVA's review results of design calculations related to primary

.

'

containment and four issues covered under the BFN-2 seismic design pecgram.
These four issues are: CSG-9 (Impact Assessment of New Amplified Response
Spectra), CSG-10 (Horizontal Rigidity of Drywell Steel Platforms), CSG-11 ,

(Equivalent Static Vertical Analysis of Drywell Steel Platforms), and CSG-24
(Duckling Evaluation of HVAC Ductwork).

3 REVIEW FINDINGS

On June 5-9, 1989, the staff and its consultants conducted the second inspec- ;,

tion of the BFN-2 civil calculation review program at TVA's office in Knox- ''

'
ville, Tennessee. The attendees of the meeting are listed in Enclosures 1 and
2. Because of the complexity of the issues, discussions continued after >

June 9,1989 between the staff and TVA, and the exit meeting was not held
until August 18, 1989. The list of attendees at the exit meeting is contained ,

, '

! in Enclosure ~;. The following subsections document the inspection findings.
| i.he staff's conclusions, ana TVA's verbal comitments made during the inspec-
i tion. The updated status sumaries of all the open items identified in
! IR 50-260/89-30 and IR 50-260/88-33 are provided in Enclosures 4 and 5

respectively. >

3.1 (3.2)* Justification for Post Restart Design Areas

postpone its review of four design areas (progtem inspection. TVA proposed to
During the first civil calculation review

heavy loads, flooding, tcrnado and
tornada missiles, and settlement ano 8103 stability) until af ter the restart

| * The number in the parenchesis of the subsections under Section 3 denotes
! the section number in IR 50 260/89-30
1
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of BFN-2. As a result of that inspection, the staff accepted TVA's justifi- !

cation for postponing the review of heavy loads af ter restart of BFN-2. How- |
ever, TVA was required to provide additional justification for the other three j
design areas. ;

2During this inspection TVA provided its bases for costponing the completion
of the remaining three design areas (tornado and tornado missiles, settlement [,

and slope stability, and flooding) until after the restart of SFN-2. The i
'

staff's review findings and conclusions are discussed in the following sub- i
!sections:
!

3.1.1 Tornado and Tornado Missiles i

In response to the staff's concern about this issue. TVA provided the following ,

documents for review: |
.

CAQR BF P890327 (R76890606 899) ,

QIR CEB BFN 89029 B22 890321 005 t

QlR CEB BFN 89049 B22 890601 001 !
,

|

f QIR CEB BFN 89050 B22 890606 010 :
( Design Memorandum from McCall to Smith dated May 1,1989(841890501001) ,

| Meeting handouts j

| Because the three QlRs and one CAQR were written against the tornado evaluation.
| TVA comitted to reconsider the review of the tornado (including tornado

missiles) design calculations as a pre restart item. in resolving this issue, ,

TVA will create a detailed list of all systems and components required for the ;

safe shutdown of the plant, resolve related concerns raised by the staff, and i
'

; complete the caiculations before the next inspection. ;

In aduition, in TVA document B41890501001 (design memorandum from McCall to |

Smith), the potential missile velocity for the diesel generator building :

access door was revised to 100 miles per hour. This appeared to be in
conflict with FSAR Section 12.2.2.9.2 which states: -

'

"As an upper limit, each missile is assumed to be traveling 300 miles per hour
dt impact. No credit is taken for the crushing effect of missiles."

TVA agreed to resolve this concern prior to restart of BFN-2. :

3.1.2 Settlement and Slope Stability

i

Settlement ,

' The staff consultant reviewed the following documents provided by TVA. .

(1) Diesel gererator building (DGB) settlement evaluation CDQO303 884347
sheet 120 of 121, dated June 3,1989. ;

(2) Results of settlement and detection monitoring.

>

2
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(3) Memorandum from S. Stone to C.D. Sines, " Settlement Monitoring Program," ;

dated November 19, 1987 j
:

(4) Meeting handouts i

:

The review found that: i

(1) All Class I structures with the exception of the DGO, standby gas treat- ,

ment building (SGT8) and vacuum pi >e building (VPP) are supported directly '

en rock or H-piles driven into rocs. Therefore, foundation settlement i

is not a concern for these buildings. '

(2) The VPB is not required for the operation of BFN-2. The settlement of <

this building can be evaluated after restart of BFN-2.
,

(3) The Unit 2 DGB is founded on three feet of compacted soil which in turn '

'is supported by 38 feet of compacted crushed stone placed directly on
reck. The settlement monitoring program for the BFN Unit 3 DGB indicates
a maximum settlement of .0.3 inches. !

!
(4) The SGTB is founded on ten feet of compacted fill overlying 38 feet of "

compacted crushed stone supported on rock. The settlement of this
building is similar to the BFN Unit 3 DGB. Because the settlement of
these soil-supported structures is insignificant for the near tenn, the
staff concluded that the evaluation of soil settlement can be completed

.

af ter the restart of BFN-2. '

t

Slope Stab 111ty ;

The staff consultant reviewed the following TVA documents: !

(1) 804 890530 200, " Intake Channel Slope Stability."'

;

l
I (2) Drawing 10 N 214 - R2, dated March 4,1968

(3) Drawing 10 N 214 - R3, dated March 26, 1971 f

(4) Meeting handouts i

The review found that the original intake channel was excavated in the in-situ
earth materials. The slope ratio was 3 (horizontal) to I (vertical). In ;

Aprii 1970, approximately one and one half years after the intake channel was '

'excavated, a portion of the eastern slope between stations 1+60 i and 3+00 i
failed. The cause of the failure was a layer of soft basal clay israediately
above the rock. As shown on drawings 10 N 214 and 10 N 215, 52 feet of in-situ :

material on both the east and west slopes was removed and replaced with com-
pacted crushed stone between station 1+50 2 and station 3+501 The rensining
intake channel slopes were flattened to a slope of 6 (horizontal) to 1
(vertical). The slopes were analyzed for the following load condition:

(1) Nonnal load case - Jead load plus active soil load assuming the pool
water level at El.556'-0".

|

| 3
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(2) Sudden craw-down case - dead load plus active soil load and hydrostatic :
load assuming pool water level drop , from EL. 556'-0" to El. 519'-0".

(3) Earthquake load case - dead load plus active soil load and design basis
earthquake (DBE) load.

The analysis indicated that the calculated factor of safety (FOS) against
sliding is 1.48 for the normal load case 1.08 for the sudden draw-dows, case. .

'
and less than 1.0 for the CBE load case. To resolve the concern of FOS less
than 1.0, TVA performed an analysis for the DBE load esse based on Newmark's '

theory and showed that the maximum horizontal slope movunent would be 16 to 17
inches. Because this movement will not affect the total flow needed for the
plant operation, it was considered acceptable to the staff.-

TVA also reviewed the safety significance of other earth embarkments and slopes.
TVA found that the following slopes will have to be evaluated price to restart:

(1) North slope of the cooling water discharge channel from Gate No. 2 to the
intake pumping station.

'

(2) Bern on the south side of the reactor building.

(3) Cooling water discharge channel dike in the area where the RHR service
water discharge pipes pass beneath it.

TVA agreed to complete its evaluation of these slopes before the next staff
inspection.

3.1.3 Flood'-

'

The staff consultant reviewed the following TVA documents:

(1) Meeting handouts prepared by N. Perry and R. Hernandez, dated June ! 1989,

| (2) SSA-Flood, Appendix 22A dated January 30, 1987,
|

>

(3) QIR - Class I Building - Flood Protection dated May 18,1989(RIMB22
890522 000),

(4) BFhP Appe3 dix 2.4A to the FSAR, " Maximum Possible Flood," dated February
|' 1972,

(5) TVA Responses to NRC Question 2.6 dated March 25, 1971 and Amendment
No. 40 dated August 24, 1972,

(6) BFNP Design and Analysis Report, Volume 1. Section 4.1, dated November
| 1966, and

(7) Procedure 0-A01-100-3, " Flood Above Elevation 565'-0"-Abnormal Operation
Instruction," dated June 23, 1988.

The review found that three floods were discussed in the FSAR.

i

i
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(1) The probable maximum floor or PMF (flood level nf 572.5' plus 5.5' wave :

run-up) is produced by a three-day stom with an average precipitation of
13.6 inches preceded by a three-day stom of 5.5 inches with 3 3 day dry ,

period between stems. ,

,

(2) The maximum possible flood is the same as the PMF, and |
.

The maximum probable flood (MPF) (flood level of El. 561'-0" 5(3) ' additional three feet caused by dam failures and wave run-up)plusis produced
by a three-day stom with an average precipitation of 9.5 inches over the ,

water shed preceded by a three-day stom of 3.9 inches with a 3 cay dry !
period between stoms.

'
,

TVA has designed or reviewed the design of all Class I structures for 4 -

probable maximum flood level at El 578'-0". I

In response to NRC Question 2.6 in the FSAR TVA stated that the flood pro-
tection proviQs for the combined effects of the operating basis earthquake
coincident with the maximum probable flood. TVA also stated that the intent ;
of this statement was to detemine maximum flood level and was not to provide

,

criteria for structural design. This is consistent with the staff position
'and is, thus, acceptable.

| A TVA internal memorandum from H.B. Bounds to G.C. Campbell requested that
Operating Instruction 0-A01-100-3 be revised to include the discharge valves,

from the stack to the radwaste building. TVA comitted to revise this'

instruction to include these valves prior to restart of BFN-2.
l In an associated issue, TVA is relying on a depression in the Tennessee River,

| adjacent to the'BFNP site as the source of emergency cooling water in the event i

that Wheeler Dam should fail. This depression is approximately 1000 feet wide
and seven miles long. The water gs trapped by the 529 feet contour and
represents approximately 100 x 10 cubic feet of water.

In Section 2.4.2.2.2 of the FSAR, TVA comitted to verify the silt levels in
this pool every ten years starting in 1971. The silt levels were last verified '

in August 1977 at only one cross section corresponding to SR 26 (approximately
2 miles south east of the site). TVA staff concluded that the silt levels
should be rechecked at several stations prior to plant restart including SR 24 :
which is closest to the plant site. TVA has comitted to resurvey this area
prior to restart. ;

,

In summary, for the design areas of tornado (including tornado missiles), -

'settlement and slope stability, and flooding, TVA agreed either to provide
justification for not completing its evaluation prior to restart or to '

complete its calculations before the next staff inspection. This item remains ;
open. (CC-1)

!

|
|
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)3.2 - (3.3.1) Eovipment Access Lock Pile Foundation

In response to the staff's concern documented in IR 50-260/89-30 TVA com-
pleted its calculations 804 890602 200 (equipment access lock pile foundation),
830 880811202 (soil amplification for equipment access lock), and 804 890608 |
207 (reactor building equipment access lock-foundation check) and submitted l

them to the staff for review.

The review of these calculations found that the equipment access lock is essen-
tially a buried structure. Accordingly, it is appropriate to assume in the ;

analysis that the structure will move together with the surrounding soil
during ar, earthquake event. Therefore, the maximum axial load on the piks is :

due to dead load, live load and vertical seismic load. The vertical piu had '

due to horizontal earthquake was not calculated because the structure h
expected to move together with the surrounding soil and the vertical Ivd
caused by the foundation overturning moment was determined to be neglig N o. I

The staff consultant also found that the maxuum pile stresses were calculated ,

using the maximum axial load and the seismic movements of the pile head in ths
two horizontal directions. The highest stress was calculated to be 22.6 ksi
wnich is below the allowable stress (32.4 ksi) for the design basis earthquake
load case. In addition. TVA calculated that the structure has a factor of
safety of 1.6 against flotation during the probable maximum flood. From the
discussion above, the staff considers this item closed. (CC-2)

3.3 (3.3.3)BuriedStructures ,

As a result of the last inspection, four of the issues identified in this
design area still remained open:

,

(1) the use of more recent codes (e.g., ACI 318-71 and 318-77 codes) instead
of the design codes specified in the FSAR (e.g., ACI 318-63 code) for the ,

standby ges treatment building (SGTB) evaluation, ;

(2) the adequacy of the methods used for the seismic analysis of buried
l conduit banks and the design adequacy of the connection at the interface
| between the conduit oanks and buildings,
1

!~ (3) the determination of the differential seismic anchor movement (SAM) of
L the piping systens inside the residual heat removal (RHR) pipe tunnel and

the movement at the tunnel-reactor building (RB) interface, and t%I

Group (EMG)g procedure of the SAM results to the Engineering Mechanics
transferrinE

for the piping analysis, and

(4) evaluation of the Class i buried piping.

The staff and its consultants reviewed TVA's response to tne above concerns
and concluded the following.

For the issue concerning the use of later codes, TVA calculation B41890609
001 confirmed that only the ACI 318-63 code was used in he design calcu-
lations. The use of ACI 318-63 code for design is consistent with FSAR
requirennents. Therefore, this issue closed.

6

|
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For the the is.ue concerning the seismic design of conduit banks, the review I
of TVA documents 841 890428 001, B22 800526 003, and 804 890608 208 found that J

the seismic analysis of the electrical conduit banks was performed in accor- i

dance with the methods specified in Design Criteria BFN-50-C-7103 which are
consistent with the current industry practice. The analysis results were i
found to satisfy the code allowable stress values. Regarding the design '

adequacy of the couplers for accosmodating the relative seismic movements at
the interface between the banks and the buildings, such as diesel generator

|

building, the staff found that the couplers have a capacity of 3/4" against '

relative movement. The calculated maximum relative movement was found to be
significantly less than 3/4" for the design basis earthquake condition. Based
on these findings the staff considers this issue closed.

For the issue concerning the seismic anchor movements at the tunnel-reactor
building interface TVA calculation 804 890608 200 computed the ground displace-
ment at grade level relative to the bedrock assuming that the seismic wave
propagates vertically through the soil layer. This displacement was then

. associated with a horizontally propagating wave along the axis of the pipe
tunnel with a wave length equal to the product of the fundamental period of
the soil layer and the shear wave velocity of the soil. From this approach,
the seismic anchor movement between two consecutive pipe supports was calcu-
lated. In order to demonstrate its adequacy TVA also compared this movement
with a calculated seismic anchor movement based on the current industry
practice (e.g. the approach documented in NRC NUREG/CR-1161). This movement
was then transmitted to TVA's Engineering Mechanics Group (EMG) for piping
evaluation. The staff consultant reviewed TVA's calculation and information

! transmitting procedures, and found that the seismic anchor movement was '

|
reasonably calculated and the information transmitting procedures were
adequate,

For the issue concerning Class I buried piping, TVA used the same method
i
, applied to the electrical conduit banks evaluation for analyzing the buried
l piping. The staff consultant reviewed the analytical method and the results

contained in TVA Calculatibn ND-QOO23-88009, and found them technically
adequately and reasvnable.

In~ sumary, the staff considers this item closed. (CC-4)

3.4 (3.3.5) Foundation Design Calculation - Reactor Puilding Base Slab

During the previous inspection (IR 50-260/89-30), the staff consultant
questioned an assumption in TVA's original reactor building base slab design:

calculations, that the distribution of the reactor building super-s eucture
loads to the exteriur walls and the center core would be 40% and 60%,
raspectively. TVA was requested to verify the reasonableness of this
assumption.

.

7
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for this inspection TVA prepared Calculation 804 890512 200 to address the |question. This calculation indicated that the distribution of the I

super-structure loads would be 48.5% to the exterior walls and 51.5% to the I
'

center cors. The final calculation for the foundation evaluation is based on
this load distribution. TVA noted that the differential settlement between
the exterior and ir.terior of the reactor building slab and the shear forces
and bending moments would be reduced because of a more uniform load distri- '

bution. Furtherwere, TVA performed a review of the design adequacy of the
exterior walls, columns, control bay, and P-line well using the final load .

distribution.

The staff consultant reviewed TVA's calculations and found that the calculation :

of the foundation load distribution was appropriate and technically sound and
the stresses-in those sample structural elements were within design allowable ,

values. Therefore, this item is considered closed. (CC-6)

3.5 (3.3.7) Embedments and Anchorages

During this inspection, the staff consultant reviewed samples of embedded
plate qualification calculations relating to HVAC duct supports (B22 890515
114 B22 890515 115, B22 890515 117 and the related drawings). The review
found that TVA used comouter program BASEPLATE II to evaluate the embedded
plates and the attached stud anchors. For this purpose, a finite element
model of each embedded plate was prepared and input to this computer program
with maximum loads on the plate. Another computer program, CONAN, was used to
account for the concrete pull-out capacities of the stud anchors.

The results of the analyses and the additional calculations performed showed
that the embedded plates, as analyzed in the above listed calculations, met
the requirenents of TVA Design Standard DS-C1.7.1. Therefore, the staff
considered the qualification of these embedded plated acceptable. Although,
the analysis of other embedded plates relating to HVAC duct supports are still
engoing, the staff considers this concern closed based on the audit performed
cn the above mentioned sample calculations. (CC-8)

3., (3.3.9) P.eactor Building Corner Room Floor Framing

During the previous inspection, the staff had identified concerns in the
applied loads. . load combination, and design evaluation related to the struc-
tural design of the corner room steel platforms. In order to resolve the
staff's concerns. TVA performed new calculations for all four corner room
platforss at elevation 541'-6" and presented them to the staff for review
during this inspection. The following subsections document the staff review

|
findings and conclusions:

,

8
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L '(1) Applied Loads

For dead loads .the calculations comply with the requirements specified
,c' in the Design Criteria BFN-50-C-7100. Attachment G. Design Criteria |

8FN-50-C-7100. Attachment G is acceptable to the staff, because these+

criteria are more stringent than the operability criteria which were
,

|- accepted by the staff for BFN-2 restart (Reference 6.3). For the equip- 1

ment weights, the only equipment in the area was a pump supportea on the
i

north-west corner room platfom and its weight was properly included in ,

the calculation. Thi: resolved the staff's concern on the unverified '

assumption for the equipmnnt weight. )

Initially, the staff expressed a concern on the 10 psf live load specified-

r in the design criteria during plant operations. A review of the TVA
procedure 50SP14.6 indicated that all live loads will be removed from the
platform during plant operation and hence the concern was resolved.

L For seismic loads. TVA perfomed both horizontal and vertical seismic !

l analysis of the platforms using the STRUDL omputer code with the floor
response spectrum previously accepted by the staff (IR 50-260/89-39)as

| input motion. Therefore, the staff considers the concern about the '

t- structural seismic loads resolved.

The attachment load due to dead weight was adequately included in the
calculation. The attachment load due to seismic excitation has not been|

; completed yet because of the incomplete status of the IEB 79-14 piping
program from which the pipe loads for the platform evaluation are to be
generated. Therefore, the concern about attachment loads will be
resolvec when the piping leads become available.

Thermal load was not included in the analysis. For normal operation con-
dition, the effect from thermal loads was judged to be negligible in accor-
dance with the harsh environment data at BFN. For accident condition,
the effect of accident temperature was addressed by the thermal growth
issue under the BFN Seismic Design Program. TVA agreed to complete its
calculations bafore the next staff's inspection. Therefcre, the exclu-
sion of thennal load from the calculations is considered acceptable under
this inspection. The issue of the thermal growth of steel structural
members will be resolved as a part of seismic design program review.

(2) Load Combinations

The load combinations considered in the calculations are consistent
with the design criteria BFN-50-C-7100 and the FSAR and therefore,
accept &ble.

|
( r

'
9
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(3) Design Evaluation |
|

| The loads and stresses in the framing members, member connections, and 1

; concrete anchors were checked against the allowables specified in Design
t' Criteria BFN-50-C-7100, Attachment G. The review found that these
!> stresses are all within the allowable stress value. However, due to the
i incomplete status of the seismic attachment load calculations, the staff

was not able to complete its review of the reactor building corner room!-

floor framing design at this time.

In summary, TVA's calculatices adequately addressed the staff's previous
concerns except for the seismic attachment loads. TVA agreed to incorporate i

the final piping loads to be generated under the lEB 79-14 piping program and |
finalize its ca' culations of the reactor bu;1 ding corner room platfns before '

the staff's next inspection. 1

In addition to the calculations of the corner room platforms, the staff
,

consult nt also reviewed TVA's calculation for the steel platfo ms
supporting heat exchangers located in the reactor building. The purpose

| of this review was to detemine whether the platforms met the design
requirements as stated in the Design Criteria BFN-50-C-7100 Attachment G.'

The review included design loads, load combinations, and stress analysis
of structural steel elements including anchorages to concrete. As e result. -

the staff found that the loads and load combinations applied were consistent
with the design criteria and the calculated stresses are within the allowable
stress values as specified in the design criteria.

However, the staff had a concern relating to the qualification of the support
attachments to concrete. ha upper and lower heat exchanger supports were
attached to the concrete by embedded plates with ductile stud anchors. The
anchorage design considered only the ductile capacity of the stud anchors,
but failed to consider the anchor concrete pull-out capacity. During the
inspection. TVA performed additional calculations and showed that both the
upper and lower embedded plate assemblies had enough capacities to resist the
tension loads and still satisfy the safety factors as stated in TVA Design
Standard DS-C1.7.1.

As discussed above, TVA adequately addressed the staff's concerns about the
steel pictforms inside the reactor building except for the seismic attachment
loads. This item remains open. (CC-10)

3.7 (3.3.10) Base Plate Prying
.

TVA's previous response to this item indicated that prying action do not exist.
TVA based this conclusion on the scoping calculations using the BASEPLATE 11
computer code. These calculations assumed a relatively low stiffness for the
SSD expans1on anchors and a relatively high stiffness for the base plate. The
low stiffnes of the SSD expansion anchors and high base plate stiffness
resulted in separation between the base plate and concrete interface, and
therefore, very small prying forces.

4
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During this inspcction, the staff consultant reviewed TVA documents B41890602
001 " Tensile Stiffnesses for Expansion Anchor for BASEPLATE II Analysis,"
and B41 890602 002, " Design Standard Change Notice on General Anchorage and
Concrete. 05-C1.7.1, R4," and found that TVA revised its Design Standard

,

05-C1.7.1 to increase the expansion anchor bolt stiffnesses from 100 kips /in. i

to 400 kips /in. From the review of the existing load-deflection curves, tio i

staff agreed with TVA that a stiffness of 400 kips /in. stiffness would approx- |
imate the test results. The staff finds the use of 400 kips /in. stiffness for !

evaluating the prying force acceptable because the higher the anchor bolt
stiffness results in a larger prying force. The staff consultant also 1

reviewed the scoping analyses and calculations performd by TVA and found that
the effect of prying increases bolt load by approximately 12% for bcits spaced
6 times the thickness of the plate from the edge of the support to the center- ,

line of tne bolt. For a tolt spacing of 8 times the plate thickness, the r

increase in the bolt load due to prying is approximately 22%. The staff finds )the 12% increase in bolt load due to prying is judged to be acceptable because ,

of the high factor of safety applied for the expansion anchors. However, the
225 increase is considered a significant increase and may affect the accuracy
of the calcultted bolt load. TVA agreed to analyze all base plates using
expansion anch9rs where the distance from the edge of the support to the

' centerline of any bolt exceeds 6 times the thickness of the base plate. All
supports using SSO expansion anchors which fail to meet the restart criteria
will be redesigned to meet the revised Design Standard DS-C1.7.1 (Revision 4)
prior to restart. Based on these connitments, the staff considers this item
closed. (CC-11)

3.8 (3.3.11) Reactor Building Concrete

The outstanding issues identified from the previous inspection include:

(1) Discrepancy in the bending moment due to jet load at the base of the
reactor pressure vessel (RPV) pedestal between the 6000 kip-ft used in;

j the Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC) calculation and the
9250 kip-ft previously specified in TVA calculation RIM B22-881123 120.

(2) Verification of the adequacy of the: OBE seismic moment at the top of the
pedestal as shown in Fig.12.2-38 of the FSAR.

(3) Adequacy of the jet and seismic loads for the design of the concrete
anchor bolts for the RPV support skirt.

(4) Use of ACI 318-71 ard 318-77 Code in SWEC supplemental calculations in
I addition to ACI 318-63 Code, which represents the licensing basis for

the reactor building (RB) concrete, and the generic implication of using
the later version of cesign code for other Class I concrete structures.

(5) Clarification of the seismic design methoc for the reactor building
walls.

(6) The thermal restraint load "RESTR" was not included in SWEC's
supplemental calculation for the biological shield wall.

11
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~ In response to these concerns, TVA, during this inspection, provided its :
updated calculations and justifications for review. The following paragraphs
summarize the staff's review findings and conclusions.

For the issue concerning a discrepancy in the jet load bending moment. TVA ,

re-evaluated the RPV pedestal design by considering the originally specified
jet moment of 9250 kip-ft in lieu of the 6000 kip-ft moment used in the SWEC
calculation. The staff consultant reviewed the re-evaluation which used the
9250 kip-ft moment as contained in TVA's calculation B41890609 001 and found
that the stresses are within the design allowable. Therefore, this issue is
considered closed.

For the issue concerning the acequacy of the OBE moment, the staff's concern
was that the response of the RPV might not be properly included in calculating
the OBE moment on the pedestal as shown in Figure 12.2-38 of the FSAR. During
this inspection, TVA provided a comparison of the OBE moment profile shown in
Figure 12.2-38 of the FSAR with a corresponding profile generated by Bechtel
PowerCorporation(BPC)(CaleclationB22890425108). The review found that
the dynamic model used by BPC did include the RPV and the two corresponding

L moments at the top of the pedestal are consistent with each other. Therefore.
| the staff considers this issue closed.
|.
| For the issue concerninC the adequacy of loads in the RPV support skirt anchor
|

bolts, the staff consultant reviewed TVA Calculation B22 880829 191. The
staff consultant found that the anchor bolts used for the RPV skirt were '

:

designed for the shear force and moment soual to 1150 kips and 25300 kip-ft,
respectively, for the combined load of OBE and jet impingement. These design
loads are much higher than the combined loads (680 kip shear and 12800 k-ft
moment) as specified in the FSAR. This closed out the staff concern of this
issue.

For the issto concerning the use of later codes, the staff consultant reviewed
TVA calculations ano handouts provided during this inspection and found that

|
the ACI 318-71 and 318-77 codes were not used in the design of the reactor
building (RB), chimney, standby gas treeteent building and the pumping station
slab. Instead, these codes were provided as references in the Stone & Webster
Engineering Corporation's (SWEC) supplemental calculations. This resolved the
staff's concern.

For the issue concerning the seismic design method for reactor building walls,
the staff's concern was that it was not clear from reviewing TVA's calculations
how the seismic loads were considered in the design of reactor building walls.
During this inspction. TVA clarified its methods for the seismic design of
the reactor building walls. The staff consultant reviewed TVA's calculation
B22 880921 121 for P-line wall and U-line wall, and found that the seismic
loads was adequately considered in the design of these walls. Therefore,
this issue is considered resolved.

!
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For the issue concerning the thermal load for the biological shield wall, TVA

,
' revised the SWEC's supplemental calculation for the reevaluation of the ,

biological shield wall to include the thermal restraint load (RESTR) due to
the restraint from the suppression pool. The staff consultant reviewed the
revised calculation and found that the final calculated stresses were still
within design allowable values. This issue is considered resolved.

In sunnary, all six issues were adequately resolved, and the staff considers
this item closed. (CC-12)

3.9 (3.3.13) Diesel Generator Building Base Slab

During the previous inspection, the staff had identified various concerns
related tc the design of the diesel generator building (DGB) base slab. These
concerns as stated in the Inspection Report (IR) 50-260/89-30 and are
summarized below:

1) Factors of safety against overturning and sliding were not calculated.
Maximum bearing soil pressures were not compared to allowables. Pessible
differential settlement of the DGB foundation due to the presence of the

,

high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) room was not considered.

'2) The original design of the DGB did not appear to include an analysis of
the base slab. Only the minimum flexural reinforcing was provided and
shear stresses were not checked against design 4110wable stress. Effects
of openings in the base slab due to embedded diesel day tanks were not

I considered.

3) The effects of the displacements of the base slab on the buried tanks,

were not considered.,

In order to resolve these concerns, TVA performed a new analysis of the base
slab which is contained in TVA calculation B04 890609 209. The review of this
calculation showed that TVA performed a rigid base analysis to calculate the
factors of safety against uplift, overturning and sliding of the DGB. In
addition to this analysis, a finite element analysis of a portion of the base ,

slab was performed to detersine the effects of the openings due to buried
tonks. The staff review of this reanalysis finds the following.

(1) The rigid analysis showed that the bearing soil pressures calculated for
the combined load conditions which incluoe the design basis earthquake
(DBE) exceeded the' allowable soil tearing pressure of 3.0 ksf. as specified
in FSAR Section 12.2.8.1. However, TVA believed that a higher allowable
bearing pressure could be justified for the load combinations with DBE.
Baseo on the test results obtained for the BFN site TVA performed addi-
tional calchiation B04 890608 208, to show that 6n ultimate bearing capa-
city of 10.5 ksf would be appropriate for dynamic loading conditions. This
would yield to a safety factor of 2.8 for the. maximum tearing pressure
calculated for the same dynamic loading conditions. The staff is
continuing its review of the proposed ultimate bearing capacity.

13
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for the concern of differential settlement of the DGB base slab, TVA :

reviewed the settlement records recorded for the DGB slab of Browns Ferry
Unit 3. The Unit 3 DGB slab rests on the soil foundation similar to ,

that of the Unit 2 DGB slab. Settlement records of the four corners of'

the Unit 3 DGB show that there is no appreciable differential settlement I
of the butiding. These records were documented in TVA Calculation 804
890609 209. Therefote, the staff's concerns on the load combinations as
well as the differential settlement of the DGB base slab for BFN Unit 2 -

is considered resolved, i

(2) The dynamic stability analysis performed by TVA snowed tnat a safety
factor of approximately 0.74 exists against sliding of the D*>B in the
north direction due to the load combination including the DBE. TVA has--

calculated the sliding displacement-of the DGB in this direction to be
0.1 inches. The method used for calculating the sliding displacement is
documented in Bechtel Topical Report BCTOP-4, Revision 4. This displace- [
ment will be used to calculate stresses in piping attached to the DGB.
As a result of its review, the staff found tne problem of dynamic sliding
is highly nonlinear and the method used by Bechtel has not been reviewed
and approved by the NRC staff. TVA plans to revise its dynamic stability
analysis and to show that the safety factor against sliding is higher ,

than 1.0. This issue remained open.
,

,

(3) TVA perfomed a finite element analysis to determine the forces and
moments in the base slab. This analysis was performed on a section of
the base slab, which was judged by TVA to be the worst loaded section.
Although this finite element analysis would predict the loc *1 behavior *

of the base slab, the staff found it does not predict the overall
response of the base slab. To resolve this concern, TVA performed a
beam-on-elestic-foundation analysis to a complete section of the base
slab using the worst case loading combination as input. The results of
this analysis showed that the base slab is capable of withstanding the
moments and shears resulting from the worst case loading. TVA agreed to
finalize its Celculation 804 890609 209 to include the beam-on-elastic-
foundation analysis before the next inspection.

(4) The effect of openings in the base slab due to the buried tanks were
considered in the finite element analjsis performed using the STRUDL
computer program. TVA checked the critical sections from this analysis
to show that the base slab was capable of resisting the moments and
shears obtained from the worst case loading of the slab. The finite
element analysis also showed that the relative displacements of the edge
of the tank were insignificant and hence, such displacements would not
affect the overall integrity of the tanks. Therefore, the staff's
concern on local stresses due to openings and the integrity of the tanks
due to the base slab displacements is resolved.

|

|

'

1
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In conclusion, TVA's reanalysis of the DGB (including the evaluation of the <

base slab) was found to be reasonable and acceptable with the exception of -

(1) soil bearing capacity, (2) safety factor against sliding, and (3) final-
fration of calculation 804 890609 209. This item remains open. (CC-14)

3.10 Primary Containment (Drywell)

The staff consultant reviewed the design specification (B30 870305 212) and
the original design report prepared by Pittsburgh-Des Moines (PDM) Steel
Company, and found that the design of the drywell did not consider the seismic
1 cad due to the design basis earthquake (D8E). However Table C.0-8 of the
FSAR specified that DBE should be included in the emergency condition for t.he
design of the primary containment. The staff raised a concern that this
finding might not be consistent with the FSAR comitments. A further review
of the FSAR Table C.0-8 indicated that the allowable stress specified for the
emergency condition is the same as these for the nomal and upset conditions.
From this finding. TVA .iudged and the staff agreed that the inclusion of the
DBE in the emergency condition as contained in Table C.0-8 was a typographical
error. TVA agreed to correct this error during the next FSAR revision and the
staff considers this issue resolved.

During TVA's in-house technical adequacy review for the primary containment
design, SWEC identified three concerns as documented in its supplemental
calculation; namely, design adequacy of the drywell shell adjacent to the
personnel inck, equipment hatch, and penetration X-45. To address these three
concerns. TVA perfomed reevaluations based on the load conditions specified
in the FSAR. The staff consultant reviewed SWEC supplemental calculation and
TVA's calculation B22 890602106, B22 890602107, and B22 890602105 and found
that the resulting stre.ses are within the design allowable values.

For the other minor concerns identified in the SWEC supplemental calculation,
as shown in its punch lists B74 890606 001 and B74 890608 001, TVA comitted
to address these items prior to the restart of BFN-2. This resolved staff's
concern.

The staff concludes, based on its san.ple review, that TVA adequately demon-
strated the design adequacy of the primary containment. ' nerefore, this item.

is considered closed. (CC-15)

1>
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4 ' REVIEW Or' OPEN ITEMS IDENTIFIED IN IR 50-260/88-38
,

During this inspection, the staff and its consultant also reviewed TVA's
response to the remaining open items (CSG-9, CSG-10, CSG-11 and CSG-24) iden-

'

tifiedinInspectionReport(IR) 50-260/88-38. The staff's review findings
are discussed below.

4.1: (3.5.6)* Imoact Assessment of Ner Amplified Response Spectra (ARS)
|

. As discussed in IR 50-260/88-38 (Reference 6.2), from the review of the com-
parison of the original amplified response spectra (ARS) (without peak
broadening) obtained from the El Centro earthquake ground-motion time-history,
and the new AR3 (with peak broadening) based on the artificial ground-motion '

time-history, significant differences were identified in which the new ARS
exceeded the original ARS. TVA committed to assess the impact of these differ-
ences on the already cgleted evaluation of (1) miscellaneous steel, (2) dry-
well steel platforms (3) electrical conduit and supports (4) heat, venti-
lation and air conditioning (HVAC), (5) other civil / structural items, and to
use the new ARS for the remaining evaluation.

During this inspection, the staff consultant reviewed TVA's responses *o this
! item and the staff's review findings and conclusions are as follows:

,

(1) Miscellaneous Steel

Because of the incomplate status of the IEB 79-14 piping program (using
the new ARS es the input motion) from which the pipe leads based on the
new ARS for the evaluation of miscellaneous steel support frames (MSSF)
are to be generated, the calculations were not available for the steff
review at this inspection. TVA agreed to complete at least 90% of its

'

|
evaluation before the next staff inspection.

(2) Drywell Steel Platforms

According to TVA document 822 890802 010, the final crywell platform
derign calculations will include the updoted pipe support loads generated *

from the IEB 79-14 piping program based on the new ARS. TVA agreed to
complete its calcu!ations by the next inspection.

(3) Electrical Conduit and Supports

TVA presented its basis and impact assessment results during this
inspection. This information is being reviewed by the staff.

(4) Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC)

According to 17A calculation B22 890421104 and QIR LMEBFN 8A051 R4 (B22
890616 012), there is no Class I HVAC ductwork in the off gas treatment
building, reactor building inside the drywell, service water tunnel, yard,
reactor building superstructure, and pumping station. Therefore, tne

,

* The number in the parenthesis shown in the subsections under Section 4
denotes the ser' ion number in IR 50-260/88-38.
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' mpact assessment for the HVAC was limited to the Class I ductworks ini
the reactor building (outside the drywell), diesel generator building, '

::himney, and standby gas treatment building. ,

For the Class ! ductworks in the reactor building (outside the drywell), >

C TVA selected three samples for the new ARS impact evaluation: two rec-
tangular duct problems and one circular duct problem. The two rectang-
ular duct problems are System 3-SWHVAC-83 in the control room / control
bay and System 2-SWHVAC-07 for the residual hest removal and core spray *

cooling. The circular duct problem is the standby gas treatment system
3-SWHVAC-390&E and 2-SWHVAC-39C&P. The analysis method and approach, -

used by TVA for the impact evaluation, include: (1) re-calculation of
'

the seismic duct stresses and support loads based on the new ARS (2) >

combining the new seismic loads (duct stresses and support loads with
the duct stresses and support loads due to the dead load, and (3 com-
parison of the new combined loads with the corresponding original loads.
The original dynamic.models and the computer code TPIPE were used for
the generation of the new seismic loads. The staff consultant reviewed
the impact evaluation results and found that tne new combined loads and
stresses are generally smaller than the original loads and stresses. >

axcept at a few locations of System 3-SWHVAC-83, in which the new support
loads exceed the previous loads by 5% or less. Based on this finding,
the staff concludes that the impact of the new ARS on the HVAC System
evaluation and design is negligible. The final calculations for the
impact assessment of the Class I HVAC ductworks located in the chimney,
diesel generator building, and standby gas treatment building were not
uvallable for review at this inspection. TVA agreed to present its final
evaluation results of these systems to the staff during the next
inspection.

,

(f) Cable Tray and Supports

In order to verify that the cable trays snd supt rts cre adequate for
restart and interim operation of BFN-2 TVA parformed an interim seismic
qualification of the BFN-2 cable tray r; em. A fonnal report which
contains the qualification calculation a adifications required for the
cable tray supports prior to BFN-2 restitt was submitted to NRC for review.
As a result of review, the NRC staff ac :epted this program and issued a
safety evaluation on ~ebruary 5,1987.

'

In response to the staff's concern about the impcct of the new ARS on the
cable tray system evaluation. TVA, b=11 eves that an impact assessment is

L. not needed for the cable tray system before restart of BFN-2. As with
| conduit, the reductions in peak horizontal accalerations is expected to

offset increases in seismic response due to higher vertical accelerations endi

| broadeecd spectral peaks. The final quelification of cable tray and
' supports will be completed as TVA implements its program for the

resolution of Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-46..

17
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I:a Because only the horizontal earthquake motion and daad weight were con-
,

'

1.'
sidered in the original design of BFN-2 cable tray system, and the peak
spectral accelerations of the 5% damped and 7% damped new vertical ARS
are er high as 0.Pc and 0.6g, respectively at higher elevation in the

L reactor building for the SSE case, the staff requested that TVA assess
the impact of these high seismic loads on th:a cable tray systems.
Although the peak spectral accelerations of the original horizontal ARS
are higher than those for the new ARS and the original cable tray seismic
qualification was previously accepted by the NRC staff, the applied
vertical seismic loads to the cable tray system are independent from the i

horizortal seismic loads. The staff requested that a sample impact
evaluation of the new'AP.S on the worst-case cable tray systems should be

,

L done prior to BFN-2 restart. TVA agreed to perform a worst-case sample
; impact evaluation of cable tray systems before restart of BFN-2.

,

(6) Equipment Qualification

Because TVA has adopted for BFN-2 the resolution to Unresolved Safety
Issue A-46, " Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating Plants", the

i

L seismic equipment qualification will be conducted during the implementation
| of NRC USI A-46. The review of the ARS impact evaluation on safety related

|
equipment was excluded from the scope of this issue.

(7) Reactor Preswre Vessel (RPV) and Internals
L For the seismic reevaluation of the RPV and internals: TVA used the new

ARS as input : notion. The'efore, the impact has been addressed directly.
The staff's review of the RPV and internals seismic re-evaluation is
documented in NRC Inspection Reports (IR) 50-260/89-31 dated July 13, 1989
and 50-260/89-39 dated October 13, 1989.

(8) Torus and Torus Attached Piping

The staff's review of this item will be conducted under the IE Bulletin
79-14 piping program inspection.

(9) Masonry Wall

The ::taff. consultant reviewed TVA calculetion B2; 890329101 which eval-
uated the impact of the new A23 on tiie masonry walls in the reactor build-
ing, intake structure, chimney and diesel generator building. The eval-'

untion was done by comparing the new ARS acceleration at the frequency
of the wall to the corresponding design acceleration. The design accel-
eration represents the seismic load that was used in TVA's qualification /
modification program for the masonry walls in 1988. However, the design e

acceleration was rever reviewed by the staff. In addition, the review
fosnd that the calculation B22 890329 101 was not comp eted. TVA agreed
to provide the basis of the design acceleration and the final calculations
for review during the next inspection.

18
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" - (10) Small Bore Piping

The staff's review results of this item are documented in NRC Inspection )
Report 50-260/89-36 dated September 21, 1909.

(11) 79-14/02 Class I P; ping and Supports |

The staff review of this itani will be conducted during the IE Bulletin ,

'79-14 piping program inspection.

(12) CRDH Insert and Withdrawal Piping

y . SameasItem(11)above...

(13) Instrumentation and Tubing

Same as Item (10) above.

In summary, from reviewing TVA's impact evaluation for a total 13 design .

areas, 6 areas need either additional inforration or need to be finalized by <

TVA. This item remains open. (CSG-9)

4.2 (3.1.1) g reent of Work Comoleted

As documented in IR 50-260/89-29, because of the incomplete status of the IEB
79-14 piping program from which the pipe support loads based on the new ARS
for the miscellaneous steel support frame (MSSF) evaluation are to be generated,
the final calculations were not available at that time. During this inspection.
TVA proposed and tha staff agreed that because the final pipe support will be
calculated based on the new ARS ur. der the IEB 79-14 piping program and the

- final evaluation of the MSSF's will be performed for the new ARS loads also,
| this item can be combined as part of the new ARS impact evaluation. Therefore,
! this item is considered closed for the purpose of this inspection and it will
l be resolved under CSG-9, New ARS Impact Evaluation. (CSG7a)

4.3 (3.2.1) Assumption of Rigid Lowar Platfoms in the Horizontal Direction

During the previous inspection (IR 50-260/89-29), TVA agreed to calculate the
fundamental modal frequency of the lower platfoms in the horizontal direction
to justify the assumption of rigid platforms. The results of the horizontal

| platfom analysts based on the computer. code GTSTRUDL were documented in TVA
| calculation 82?. 890720 102. The staff consultant reviewed this calculation

and found that the analysis was simplified by considering a 150-degree sector
of platform. Two uniforn attachmert loads (i.e., 40 pounds per square foot
and 80 pounds per square foot) were assumed. The mass of the grating was
included in the analysis of the 150-degree sector global model. However,
this reass was not considered in the refined local analysis of the tangential

'
' beams. As a result, the staff raised the following oncerns:

(a) The boundary conditions at where the 150-degree sector model is cuto'T
from the overall platfom were not adequately specified.

i
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(b) Justification is required regaiding the assumption of 'the 40 psf and/or
j80 psf uniform attachment loads. !

(c) The grating mess was not consistently considered in both the global radel
and local tangential team analyses.

,

.
(d) Justification is needed for using the 150-degree sector to represent the

|
whole platform. l

TVA agreed to address the above concerns in its final calculation and make it
,

dvailable for review before the ReXt inspection. This item remains open. J
(CSG-10) |

J

.

4.4 (3.2.2) Equivalent Static Analysis of Drywell Platforms

The previous staff's concern of chis item was that a proper dynamic factor to
account for the effect of multi-mooe response was not used when TVA performed
an equivalent static analysis of the lower drywell platforms in the 4ertical

' direction (IR 50-260/89-29). In response to the staff concerns TVA completed
its calculations B22 890807101 and B22 890810102 for the platforms at ele-
vations 584'-0" and 563'-0", respectively. (he review of these calculations
found th&t TVA/8PC developed a 90-degree sector vertical platform model based
on BPC computer code BSAP and performed three analyses: (1)anequivalent
static analytis, (2) a response spectrum analysis using a constant spectral
acceleration equal to the p%k spectral acceleration of the new vertical ARS
ds input motion, and (3) a response spectrum analysis using the new vertical
ARS as input. From these analysis, TVA/8PC derived the following .aulti-mode
dynam.c factors for the equivalent static analysis of these platforms with the
peak spectral acceleration of the ARS as input:

Multimode Factor
<

Elevation Radial Beams Tangential Beams
.

584' 1.E 1.5

563' 1.0 1.5 ,

Uting the assumptions, theory, modeling techniques, and computer code
previously accepted by NRC staff, the staff concludes that the dynamic load
factors usod by TVA in the equivalent static analysis of the platforms are
acceptable. This item is closed. (CSG-11)

5 Conclusion

As discussed in Sections 3 and 4 of this report, three out of ten civil calcu-
lation items and two out of four seismic design items reviewed during this
in:pection remain cpen. In order for the staff to finalize its review of the
civil calculation review program and seismic design program, TVA is requested,

to complete the remaining open items. The staff is planning to conduct its
final inspection on the seismic design program and civil calculation program
during the week of November 6, 1989,

20
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6.1 NRC Inspection Report 50-260/89-30 "Special Inspection Relating to Civil !

Calculation Program," dated September 30, 1989
.|

6.2 NRC Inspection Report LO-260/88-38, "Special Inspection Relating to
Seismic Design Program," dated April 19, 1989

6,3 Letter from S. Black (NRC) to S.A. White (TVA), " Interim Operability
Criteria for the Seismic Design Program for the Drowns Ferry Nuclear
Plant, Unit 2," dated July 26, 1988
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Thomas M. Cheng. NRC *

L
'

Ahmet I. Unsel NRC Consultant *

R. D. Cutsinger TVA
1-

| J. A. Ellis TVA
l

I Newten Perry TVA
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Enclosure 2 :

.

Civil Calculation Inspection
:

06/09/89

'

:
,

%

Wayne A. Massie BFN Sit.e Licensing ;

Newton Perry TVA

Jon R. Rupert BFN-Civil-

Owen Hallon NRC Consultant,

Thomas M. Cheng NRC

Ahmet Unsal NRC Consultant
'

Tom N. C. Tsai NRC Consultahr.

Rick Cutsinger TVA '

s.

' John A. Ellis TVA

Ruben 0. Hernandez TVA-CE
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Enclosure 3

V
'

.

Civil Calculation and Seismic Design Inspection
.

;

Exit Meeting

08/18/89

,

. .. T. Cheng NRC'

D. Terao NRC
'

Tom Tsai NRC Consultant

R. Cutsinger TVA
s

Wayne A. Massie TVA

J. Valante TVA
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Enclosure 4

Status Civil Calculation Review Program '

Open Items
s

.

Section Number
Concerns
Identified Status Subject 50-260/89-30 50-260/89-32

,

CC-1 Open Justification 3.2 3.1
for Post-Restart

CC-2 Closed Pile and Foundations 3.3.1 3.2
i

CC-3 Closed Soil and Rock Analysis 3.3.2

CC-4 Closed Buried Structures 3.3.3 3.3
i

CC-5 Closed Tanks & Heat Exchangers 3.3.4
,

CC-6 Closed Foundation Design 3.3.5 3.4,

Cale 1ations

CC-7 Closed Soil Amplification 3.3.6

CC-8 Closed Embednents/ Anchorage: 3.3.7 3.5

00-9 Closed Foundation Design Calc- 3.3.8
ulations Intake Structure

CC-10 Open Reactor Builaing Corner 3.3.9 3.6 t
Room '

CC-11 Closed Baseplate Prying 3.3.10 3.7 ,

CC-12 Closed Concrete Structures 3.3.11 3.8

CC-13 Closed Control Bay Floor Steel 3.3.12

CC -14 Open Diesel Generator Base 3.3.13 3.9
Slab

L CC-15 Closed Primary Containment - 3.10
| Drywell
L
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STATUS OF SEISMIC DESIGN PROGRAM OPEN ITEi4S
1

IR 50- IR 50- IR 50- IR 50- IR 50- !CSG No. Status Sub.iect 260/88-38 260/88-39 260/89-21 260/89-29 260/89-32

CSG-1 Closed Review of IEB 3.6
79-14 Program'

CSG-2 Closed Comparison of 3.5.1 3.1
New ARS and Ori I

-

ginal Design ARS |
"

CSG-3 Closed Damping Values 3.5.2- 3.2
for Steel Mem-
bers Insioe
Drywell

CSG-4 Closed- Soil Amplifi- 3.5.3 3.3
cation Factors ''

for Soil-Supported
Structures

.

CSG-5 = Closed Soil Spring 3.5.4 3.4
Constants for
So11-Supported
Structures

,

CSG-6 Closed Coupling of 3.5.5 3.5
Horizontal and
Vertical Response

; of Soil-Supported
Structures. '

. CSG-7 Closed Design Criteria 3.1.1 3.1 <

and Percent of
Work Completed

CSG-7a Closed Percent of Work 3.1.1 3.1 4.2
Completed

CSG-8 Closed Clarification 3.1.2 3.2
'

of Design Cri- '

teria Used,

. CSG-9 Open Impact of New 3.5.6 3.6 3.3 4.1
ARS

*
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IR 50-- IR 50- IR 50- IR 50- IR 50-
CSG No. Status Subject 260/88-38 260/88-39 260/89-21 260/89-29 260/89-32 !

,

,| CSG-10 Open Assumption of 3.2.1 3.4 4.3-'

' Rigid Lower
1

"

Platforms in the
Horizontal
Direction

CSG-11 Closed Equivalent 3.2.2 3.5 4.4 !
-

Static analysis
;

of Drywell
Platforms

j

CSG-12 Closed Dampiag Values 3.2.3 3.6 '

for Drywell
Platform Eval-
uation ;

'

CSG-14 Closed Thermal Effects 3.2<4 3.1
Drywell Plat-
forms

CSG-15 Closed Load Interface 3.1.3 3.7
,

CSG-16 Closed Percentage of 3.5.7 3.7
Mass Partici- -

pation in the
Vertical Seismic -

Analysis

C53-17 Closed End Noments on 3.25 I
Platform Radial
Beams i

;

CSG-18 Closed Evaluation of 3.2.6 3.8
Embedment Plate
Anchors of Radial
Beams

CSG-19 Open . Platform Clip 3.2.7 3.9 !Angle Criteria j
CSG-20 Closed List of Beam 3.2.8 3.10 {Modifications

i

CSG-21 Closed Superstded 3.2.9 3.11'

Pages of Plat-
form Design Cal-
culation

CSG-22 Closed Design Criteria 3.7 3.12
BFN-50-C-7100
through 7300

!
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1 IR 50- IR 50- IR 50- IR 50 IR 50-
' CSG No. Status Subject 260/88-38260/88-39260/89-21260/89-29260/69g

,

!

_

CSG-23 Closed Definition of 3.5.8 3.8 3.2
Zero Periodo

Acceleration I

(ZPA)ofNew
ARS

,

CSG-24 Open Buckling of 3.3.1 3.15' -

HVAC Ductwork,

'

CSG-25 Closed Duckling of 3.4.1 3.13- ,'
Aluminum Con-
duit

.

CSG-26 Closed ' Allowable 3.4.2 3.3 3.14
'

Stress for -

Aluminum Con-
duit

.,

CSG-27 Open Flexible Con- 3.8'
-

duit Program '

,

CSG-28 Open 'Use of Factor 3.2.10
"1.33" to In-
crease Stress '

Allowable ;

CSG-29 ' Closed Modeling of 3.3.2 3.16
ffYAC Supports '

| CSG-30 Closed Welding Allow- 3.3.3 i
dbles for HVAC
Supputs

'

[ CSG-31 C losed Buckling of 3.4.3 3.17
| Rod Supports

'

CSG-32 Open Evaluation of 3,4.4 3.18 '

Support Rod
Hangers

.

CSG-33 Closed Evaluation of 3.4.5 3.~19
Conduit Supports

| 3 CSG-34 Open Thermal Expan- 3.20 5
i sion of Steel

Structures.

| 'Outside the Drywell

CSG-35 Opc Evaluation of Conduit 3.21
with Unistrut Supports

-
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